CONCEALED SCREW INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

For Towel Bar and Paper Holder Items
1. Mount plates on wall as shown in Fig. B with center to center distances as follows: Paper Holder – 5 3/4” c-c, 18” Bar – 17 3/4” c-c, 24” Bar – 23 3/4” c-c, 30” Bar – 29 3/4” c-c, 36” Bar – 35 3/4” c-c
2. Mount left hand post on wall plate by slipping notched section of post over top lip of wall plate. Tighten set screw.
3. For Towel Bar: Insert bar; mount right hand post on wall plate as in step 2.
4. For Paper Holder: Mount right hand post as in step 2. Insert roller.

For Shelf Items: (F1460, F1465, 1470, F1475)
1. Follow mounting instructions shown above.
2. Center to center distances as follows:
   - 18” Shelf mount wall plates 17 – 3/4” c-c
   - 24” Shelf mount wall plates 23 – 3/4” c-c

For Other Projecting Items
1. Mount Plate on wall as shown in Fig. A
2. Mount projecting part on wall plate by slipping notched section of part over top lip of wall plate.
3. Tighten set screw.
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